Insulation

THE GIVE GRID BRANDING

Insulation acts as a barrier to heat flow, and is essential in most parts of
Australia for keeping your workplace warm in winter and cool in summer.
Why do we need insulation?
Insulation reduces costs by stabilising indoor temperatures and improving the
effectiveness of heating and cooling. This also can help to drive down energy
consumption during peak times, which can help to bring down prices for all users of
the energy system.

We installed roof insulation in 2010
which has made the building more
comfortable.
Transforming Training, Alice Springs
NT.

The lifespan of insulation is 20 years or more, and so installing it is a practical long
term strategy to improve the comfort of your workplace. Insulation can also reduce
indoor condensation, and reduce the unhealthy accumulation of mould and damp in
your workplace

What kind of insulation to use?
There are two types of insulation: bulk insulation and reflective insulation. Some
insulation products use a combination of both bulk and reflective foil to achieve their
insulating effect. The appropriate degree of insulation will depend on climate and the
construction of the building you are working in.
Bulk Insulation
+ Bulk insulation includes glasswool, wool, cellulose, fibre, polyester and polystyrene.
+ Bulk insulation is most commonly used in southern climate zones of Australia
where indoor spaces need to be protected from outdoor temperature fluctuations.
+ These materials are structured to have pockets of trapped air that slows down
the transfer of heat, and this resistance applies to heat traveling into or out of the
building.
+ All bulk insulation has an ‘R-value’, which is the level of resistance that particular
product has to heat transfer.
+ Higher R-value insulation is needed for buildings in extreme climates, such as
inland Australia, alpine areas and cold southern regions.
+ You can find the appropriate R-value for your climate zone here: http://bit.
ly/1evGlxp
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ACOSS is developing this project for and with the community sector,
in partnership with state and territory COSS networks and
the Australian Neighbourhood Houses and Centres Association.
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$

Cost to Organisation

$71 per 10m 2
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Savings per year

Up to 40%
of heating/
cooling bills

The GiveGrid project received funding from the Australian Department
of Industry as part of the Energy Efficiency Information Grants Program.
The views expressed herein are not necessarily the views of the
Commonwealth of Australia and the Commonwealth does not accept
responsibility for any information or advice contained herein.
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Insulation

The best way to ensure a safe job is to find an experienced and qualified
installer.
Reflective insulation

More information

+ Reflective insulation resists radiant heat, and is more likely to be found in hot or
tropical climate zones.
+ This type of insulation is essentially shiny aluminium foil laminated onto paper or
plastic, with an internal air layer at least 25mm thick.
+ The effectiveness of reflective insulation can be significantly reduced when dust
settles on the reflective surface. For this reason it’s not recommended to install this
type of insulation horizontally inside a roof space.

How to make sure your insulation is effective and safe
The R-value of insulation can degrade if the product is compressed through being
rolled up and stored for long periods of time. You may also end up with an inferior
product if your installer sources cheap, imported insulation that doesn’t comply with
the mandatory requirements under the Australian National Construction Code.
Insulation is a very safe product provided that it is installed correctly. Fire and
electrical safety issues are rare, but can be caused by basic mistakes such as laying
insulation over downlight fittings, or stapling of reflective insulation into wiring in the
ceiling. The best way to ensure a safe job is to find an experienced and qualified
installer. There is currently no trade certificate for insulation installers, although the
insulation industry is in the process of developing a professional accreditation.

SA Government insulation
information:
http://bit.ly/1adzaY5
Queensland Government
insulation guide for aged care
services:
http://bit.ly/1egyt4G
Origin Energy information for
offices:
http://bit.ly/1kR0O3k

When talking to installers, we recommend that you:
+ ask how long they have been in business, and how many jobs they have done. We
suggest you look for installation companies that have been operating for longer than
five years.
+ insist on that they provide a lifetime warranty for the product. Your installer should
be able to provide a copy of a report by an accredited laboratory showing that the
insulation product complies with Australian Standard AS/NZS 4859.1:2002.
+ check that your installer has sourced the product from a reputable source, and that
the labeling or manufacturing documentation declares the recovered R-value of the
product, and that this meets the specified R-value for your climate zone.
+ insist that they provide a long term or lifetime warranty for their installation of the
product. A good installer will guarantee the safety and quality of their work, provided
that the insulation isn’t later moved or adjusted by other contractors (for lighting or
wiring work).
What should we expect to pay?
The cost of insulating ceilings, roof cavities and walls varies widely, depending on
R-value, the type of insulation material and difficulty of access to the space to be
insulated. An indicative cost for ceiling insulation in an easy-to-access roof space
using R3.0 glass fibre batts is around $71 per 10 square metres.
Source: BCA 2010 Volume Two: http://bit.ly/1adyUbx
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